Experiments with a strain of black-and-tan mice obtained from an English fancier* 'have shown that these mice contain a hi-therto undescribed gene which is allelomorphic to yellow, agouti, and non-agouti (black}, and: consequently forms a fifth member of this series of multiple allelomorphs.
It is interesting that the similar black-and-tan variation in the rabbit is also an allelomorph of agouti and non-agouti and occupies a similar position in the series (Castle and Fish, 1915) , the only difference being that wild-type agouti in the rabbit has a white belly and so is equivalent to the A w member of the mouse series.
The appearance of five allelomorphs provides an opportunity for the study of the phenotypic effects of mutations at the same locus. In the agouti series these effects are more varied than in some other series. The chief effect seems to be on the relative proportions of black and yellow pigments as observed by Wright (1917) and the physiologic4,effects of this series of genes on coat color may be assigned as Wright showq4, to his group 2a1. In passing from the highest to the lowest member of the series there is a progressive increase in the apparent quantity of black pigment, the yellow mutant showing least and black most. The steps in this progression are not equal, only those between yellow and agouti and between agouti and black-and-tan being well marked. The effect on yellow pigment is apparently non-linear in the, series as constituted at present since reduction of yellow to white appears only in the second member of the series, viz., white-bellied agouti, whereas yellow of full intensity appears again on the belly of black-and-tan, the fourth member. The greatest discontinuity in the series appears between yellow and whitebellied agouti, for here at one step the black pigment which masks the yellow over most of the fur in the wild type is greatly reduced while the belly is changed from cream or white to yellow. It is noteworthy, too, that only the yellow mutant at the top of the series acts as a lethal and alone shows the tendency toward the early accumulation of fat. (Danforth and deAberle, 1927.) Yellow on the whole is the most peculiar member of the series and in these several ways is most unlike the other allelomorphs.
The contrast between the pigmentation of the back and belly which is most marked in the agouti types and in black-and-tan, but which occurs also in black and brown, probably does not imply a differential effect of these allelomorphs on the dorsal and ventral pigmentation, but is more probably due to a regional differentiation of the tissues of back and belly whereby one surface reacts more strongly than the other to general pigment-forming agencies. A similar contrast is apparent in white spotted mice in which the back usually develops more pigment than the belly. Since the back and belly show differences in the rate of development of both fur and pigment this may well be the clue to the physiological interpretation. Such non-homogeneity of the tissues (sensu Iljin, 1928 ) at a critical time may account for regional differences in effects, while graded variations in the speed or time of production of general pigment reagents, each grade corresponding to a member of this series of genes, may account for the graded series of general effects on black and yellow pigment. There VoL. 14, 1928 is at present but little direct evidence to support this general assumption and it is possible that physiological reactions (due to other genes), which occur subsequently to those guided by the agouti genes may be of considerable significance, as suggested by Wright's (1925) study of the albino allelomorphs in the guinea pig.
Finally, it must be pointed out that although the black-and-tan variation in the mice studied in these experiments apparently arose thiough a mutation at the agouti locus, the same pattern has arisen in at least one other way, showing that the genes at the agouti locus are not the only ones which affect the relative proportions of black and yellow pigments. Previous experiments. with another strain of black-and-tan mice (Dunn, 1916 and 1920) , also obtained from English fanciers, showed that in those mice black-and-tan was due to the accumulation of multiple genes for the increase of black pigment in mice that were genetically yellows. Since this type is genetically different from the black-and-tans used in the present experiments (although phenotypically similar or identical) the first type will be referred to as "black-backed yellows" and black-and-tan will be reserved for the allelomorph of agouti which corresponds to the blackand-tan of rabbits. The black-backed yellows did not breed true, gave the small litters characteristic of yellow varieties, and when crossed with the wild type produced typical yellow mice in the second generation, showing that a gene for yellow had been introduced by the black-backed yellow. It was shown also that the same multiple genes which convert a yellow into a black-backed yellow may be transferred to an agouti and convert it into a black mouse with a gray belly. It appeared that the same sort of darkening genes are responsible for the continuous series of yellow types extending from yellow through sooties and sables to black-backed yellows, the shade probably depending on the concentration of darkening genes. The same genes were probably involved also in the present experiments since sooties, sables and dark agoutis appeared after crossing black-andtan with yellow. The F1 sables from this cross do not owe their darkness to the black-and-tan gene, since similar sables appeared also from the cross of F1 sable by black and these were shown not to carry black-andtan. Sables have also been produced by crossing yellows with intense blacks and in this cross the black-and-tan gene is not involved. It appears therefore that the black-and-tans used had not only the black-and-tan gene but also multiple genes tending to intensify and increase black pigment. Thus it happens that yellow and black-and-tan appear to form intermediates when crossed, although it is probable that this is not due to interaction of these two allelomorphs but to other genes. 
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